Mechanisms of transcription factor evolution in Metazoa
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ABSTRACT

Transcription factors (TFs) are pivotal for the regulation of virtually all cellular processes, including growth and development. Expansions of TF families are causally linked to increases in organismal complexity. Here we study the evolutionary dynamics, genetic causes and functional implications of the five largest metazoan TF families. We find that family expansions dominate across the whole metazoan tree; however, some branches experience exceptional family-specific accelerated expansions. Additionally, we find that such expansions are often predated by modular domain rearrangements, which spur the expansion of a new sub-family by separating it from the rest of the TF family in terms of protein–protein interactions. This separation allows for radical shifts in the functional spectrum of a duplicated TF. We also find functional differentiation inside TF sub-families as changes in expression specificity. Furthermore, accelerated family expansions are facilitated by repeats of sequence motifs such as C2H2 zinc fingers. We quantify whole genome duplications and single gene duplications as sources of TF family expansions, implying that some, but not all, TF duplicates are preferentially retained. We conclude that trans-regulatory changes (domain rearrangements) are instrumental for fundamental functional innovations, that cis-regulatory changes (affecting expression) accomplish wide-spread fine tuning and both jointly contribute to the functional diversification of TFs.

INTRODUCTION

Transcriptional regulation is crucial for all known processes in life, in particular for growth and development. Consequently, the evolution of gene expression regulation is tightly linked to the apparent evolution of biological complexity, for example as measured in the number of cell types (1–7). The underlying genomic changes are, as yet, only poorly understood but, among others, changes in cis-regulatory elements (8,9), transcription associated proteins (10) and small regulatory RNAs (11,12) have been identified as major contributors to genomic adaptation. Transcription factors (TFs) are proteins which regulate the transcription of DNA to mRNA in all known organisms by binding to specific DNA target sequences. In eukaryotes, TFs play an important role in development, cellular organization and signal response (13) and dis- or non-functional TF genes have been linked to a number of diseases such as cancer (14,15). TFs have also been implicated in evolutionary innovation of novel phenotypes and developmental frameworks (16).

Generally, expansions of gene families involved in signaling and regulation can be observed at a much higher frequency than the expansions of, e.g. metabolic pathways (17). Also, the number of TFs per genome was found to correlate over-proportionally with the number of genes in genomes, resulting in a higher proportion of TF genes in larger genomes (18). This high proportion of TFs in large genomes suggests that higher complexity requires an over-proportional increase in regulatory elements.

The increases in the number of regulatory proteins in general (4,19) and of TFs in particular (5) have repeatedly been connected to phenotypic innovations and the evolution of more complex organisms. For example, TF family expansions (and size reductions) have been implicated in emergence (and loss) of complex features in Stramenopiles (20) and Viridiplantae (21). Another recent example is the expansion of the C2H2 zinc finger (ZF) and the protocadherin families, which has been linked to increased morphological and developmental complexity of the octopus (22). An expansion of the C2H2 ZF TF family has also been linked to the the secondarily evolved multicellularity in the red algae Chondrus (21,23).

Furthermore, the emergence of new TFs has also been shown to play a role in phenotypic changes, especially in animals (24). Taken together, these and other findings suggest that emergence of TFs and growth of TF families are both...
related to increases in morphological complexity and the number of cell types (2,3,20,21,25,26). Therefore, a detailed cross-species comparison of TF repertoires is important to delineate which genetic events underlie the expansion of TF families and which ones were instrumental in creating fundamentally new phenotypes which have led to new and possibly more complex body plans. Indeed, with the availability of many genomes such large-scale comparisons allow a detailed analysis of origin and nature of important molecular changes in TFs.

On larger evolutionary time scales, the emergence of new TFs or TF sub-families has been linked to many major transitions in morphology and development, e.g., to the emergence of multicellularity (2,25) or the emergence of flowering plants (27). Indeed, most of the largest metazoan TF families originated already before the emergence of Metazoa and thus multicellularity (25). The further expansion of these families then allowed for the evolution of increasingly complex organisms in Metazoa (2).

In some TF families the expansion results clearly from a number of single gene duplications (SGDs) (28). On the other hand, some expansions were suspected to have been triggered mainly by whole genome duplications (WGDs), coupled with a high retention rate of TFs (3,5,25,29,30). However, it is still unclear if and how WGDs are instrumental in supporting higher regulatory and organismal complexity. First, no consensus has been reached regarding the causes of the high retention rate of TF genes after SGD as well as WGD events (31). Second, WGDs could not be linked to increased complexity as it is documented in the metazoan fossil record (32). Nevertheless, both processes (SGD and WGD) seem to play a role in the expansion of gene families, specifically TF families (31).

It has been proposed that the number of TF family members is limited by the number of possible target sequences (33). These findings imply that dimerization of TFs would allow for TF family expansion by doubling the DNA target sequence length (one target sequence for both proteins in the dimer). Indeed, many TF families form protein dimers or larger protein complexes in order to bind DNA. Within these TF families, some members are only able to form complexes with themselves (homodimerize), while others can dimerize with other members of the family (heterodimerize) (28,34,35). The interactions between TF members form large interaction networks and the structure of these networks depends on the TF family (35). However, most of the interactions in complex formation are context dependent, i.e., preference may change depending on e.g., pH, localization, concentration or salt strength (36,37). This volatility induces a highly entangled combinatorial interaction pattern which helps to increase the capacity for regulatory fine-tuning, way beyond the associated increase in the number of TFs.

Because several hundred millions of years have elapsed since the emergence of most TF families, it is only rarely possible (see e.g., (38)) to track down the precise molecular and genetic origin of new TF families. Nonetheless, in many cases comparative genomics can reveal major rearrangements which shifted functions of TFs and triggered the emergence of new sub-families. For example, the loss and gain of additional domains has been reported in several families of TFs (35,39). Such changes often entail a strongly altered functional spectrum by changing binding specificities to DNA and upstream regulatory proteins, e.g., signaling proteins or other transcriptional regulators (21,28,40). Domain rearrangements (DRs) may thus explain ‘functional shifts’, i.e., sudden, radical changes in the regulatory potential of TFs.

In this study we ask how strong the effects of WGDs, SGDs and DRs are on the growth of TF families. Additionally, we analyze if any of these genomic events, or a combination of them, have led to functional shifts which may have spurred fundamental developmental innovations. Accordingly, we study the evolution of the five largest TF families (26) and the p53 family in 36 metazoan species to elucidate the evolutionary history of these families during the evolution of more complex, multicellular organisms. The selected genomes and the size of the chosen families provide a relatively dense and even distribution across the metazoan tree along which many complex phenotypes evolved. We determine extant and ancestral TF family sizes to identify branches with accelerated expansions and relate expansions to underlying molecular changes and genomic rearrangements. Finally, we relate these changes to functional properties which can be inferred from annotations and expression profiles of TFs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Taxon sampling and sequence data

The 36 species analyzed here were selected to represent a large sample of sequenced Metazoa with a high quality genome available. Saccharomyces cerevisiae was chosen as a non-metazoan outgroup with a high genome quality. To enable phylogenetic analyses, a dated tree was reconstructed based on the study by Erwin et al. (41). Dating for species not included in the Erwin et al. study were added manually according to various sources (see Supplementary Data). The sequence data for most species were obtained from Ensembl release 74 (42) or from Ensembl Genomes release 21 (43). Species not available on Ensembl were downloaded from various sources, see Supplementary Table S3. Only the longest splicing variant of each gene was considered in our analyses.

Domain annotation

Domains were annotated using the hidden Markov models (HMMs) of Pfam-A version 27.0 (44). The PfamScan script provided by Pfam was used to perform the annotation. A list of HMMs representing the TF families’ DNA-binding domains (DBDs) was used to identify TF proteins. For the list defining the relationship DBD–HMMs see Supplementary Table S2. A protein’s domain arrangement was defined as the sequence of domains, domain repetitions were not collapsed. All proteins sharing a domain arrangement were grouped into a domain arrangement cluster (DAC).

Ancestral family size reconstruction

Ancestral TF family sizes for all nodes in the species tree were reconstructed using Count (45) in symmetrical Wag-
ner parsimony mode by setting the ratio of gain- to loss-penalities to 1. In Count, the DACs were used as subfamilies. The number of annotated proteins per DAC was used as input for Count.

Comparison of gene/DAC gain/loss rates. For each of the branches of the species tree, the gene/DAC gain and loss rates were calculated by dividing the number of events per category by the branch length in million years. This analysis was performed using a custom R script (46). Figures comparing the distribution of rates were produced using the ggplot2 R library (47). To test the rate distribution of the four categories for differences, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used. The wilcox.test function of the R base package was used for this purpose (46).

Plotting of TF family evolution per lineage. The TF family evolution of a lineage was represented by plotting the TF family size and DAC composition for each ancestral node. The plotting was performed using a custom Python script utilizing the matplotlib plotting library (48).

Gene Ontology enrichment testing

Gene Ontology (GO) annotation data were downloaded from Ensembl for the model organisms Homo sapiens, Danio rerio, Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans (42). Using the topGO R library (49), the proteins of each DAC were tested for GO enrichment using all proteins of the respective TF family as background. topGO’s weighted Fisher test method was used. The minimum number of annotations per GO term was set to 3 (Node Size = 3) to ensure a certain stability of the GO annotations. Consequently, only DACs with at least three protein members were taken into account for this analysis. A P-value cutoff of 0.05 was chosen to select only significant hits. A multiple testing correction was performed by multiplying P-values with the number of DACs for which GO enrichment tests were executed. In this analysis, only the biological process class of GO was considered.

Gene expression pattern comparison

Expression data for eight human organs (50) were used to compare the expression of the TFs. Pre-computed FPKM values for this experiment were obtained from the Expression Atlas Website (51). To compare the expression patterns among the TF genes, the genes were clustered according to their expression profile similarity using the cosine function as a similarity measurement. Clusters of genes with similar expression profiles were then manually inspected for the proteins’ domain arrangements. The vector of expression strengths per organ, given as the FPKM value, was used as expression profile for each gene. This approach was chosen since FPKM values cannot be used to reliably compare expression strength across experiments (52). The analysis was conducted in R (46) utilizing the lsa packages’ cosine function (53) and hclust in complete mode from the R base package. Custom python scripts were used to analyze expression breadth using a cutoff of 1 FPKM for presence of expression. The first node with DAC presence generated by Count (see above) was used to determine domain arrangement age. GOATools (https://github.com/tanghaibao/Goatools) in Fisher’s exact test mode was used to determine GO enrichment in clusters of genes with similar expression patterns. Clusters of genes with similar expression were extracted using the hierarchical clustering function of SciPy (54).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We annotated TFs in 36 metazoan species using HMMs to find the TF family-specific DBDs. We leave aside other transcriptional regulators (see also (10)), because most of these have multiple, more general, roles such that their evolutionary functional impacts are even more difficult to characterize than those of TFs. We do, however, include family members of TFs that have lost their DNA binding abilities in a secondary event. Such a loss of DNA binding affinity can provide valuable information on the molecular triggers of functional shifts and family expansions and can be clearly delineated by comparative genomics.

To analyze TF family sizes, we first determined the TF families in our set of 36 metazoan species and baker’s yeast (see Figure 1). The first family we annotate is the bHLH TF family, which is characterized by the basic helix-loop-helix domain, in which the basic region binds DNA and the helix-loop-helix motif facilitates dimerization and DNA binding. Next to the bHLH domain, other protein domains can be found in bHLH proteins (55), such as the Orange, PAS or Leucine zipper (LZ) domains (28). These domains can have various functions, such as environmental sensing, signal transduction and dimerization facilitation (56, 57).

The second family is the bZIP TF family, whose proteins contain a basic region that binds DNA, just as bHLH proteins do. However, the bZIP basic region does not show any detectable homology to the bHLH basic region and is likely an example of convergent evolution. In bZIP proteins the basic region directly extends into an LZ which, convergently to bHLH proteins again, facilitates dimerization (58). The bZIP family comprises many well known TFs such as JUN and FOS, which are involved in cell proliferation, apoptosis, and survival, as well as cancer development in case of loss-of-function mutations (59, 60).

The third family is the Homeobox TF family, which is defined by the Homeobox domain that consists of 60 amino acids forming three α-helices (61). Proteins carrying Homeobox domains can be found in all eukaryotes (25) and play an important role in regulating development, especially in Metazoa (61). The Hox genes are the best-known metazoan homeobox genes and are crucial in Bilateria for determining the body axis during development among other functions (62).

Fourth, the Nuclear Receptor (NR) family was analyzed. NR proteins contain a DBD and a ligand-binding domain (LBD). The LBD binds a number of cofactors such as steroid hormones or lipids (63, 64) and can also facilitate dimerization (65). The NR family is Metazoa-specific (25) and important for the regulating of development, metabolism and reproduction.

Next, the C2H2 ZF family is defined by a sequence motif in which two Cystein (C) and two Histidine (H) amino acid residues coordinate a zinc ion. The C2H2 ZF domain fa-
Figure 1. Stacked bar plots depicting TF family sizes in analyzed species. The left-hand side of the graph shows a phylogenetic tree of the analyzed species. WGD events are denoted with a ‘2x’-symbol. Branches with accelerated gene gain rates are highlighted with stars. The stars are colored according to the TF family with accelerated gain rate. Time scale is approximate and largely based on (41). See ‘Materials and Methods’ section for more details.

TF family sizes in Metazoa show a pattern of repeated expansions

We analyzed the evolution of TF families in Metazoa using the TF family sizes determined in the previous step. TF family sizes vary drastically in Metazoa for different species and TF families. More specifically, some lineages, such as the ray-finned fishes, have experienced expansion of all TF families. Also, all TF families are expanded compared to most non-vertebrate species. Interestingly, the lancelet lineage has much larger TF families than any of the closely related lineages. On the other hand, in some lineages only one specific TF family is expanded, like the nematode clade in which the largest NR families of all Metazoa can be found (already noted in (71)). Many species’ genomes contain a markedly larger C2H2 ZF family compared to closely related species. Examples for species with expanded C2H2 ZF family are Anolis carolinensis, D. rerio, Anopheles gambiae, Zootermopsis nevadensis and Ixodes scapularis. Additionally, most mammals except for the elephant possess larger...
C2H2 ZF families than most other vertebrates. Generally, repeating patterns of clade or lineage-specific expansions of one or multiple TF families can be observed.

The differences in TF family sizes between different animals raises the question of which proportion of species’ proteomes the TF families take up. A comparison between the TF family sizes and proteome sizes shows that differences in the proportion of TFs between clades and lineages can be observed (Supplementary Figure S2). In many clades with TF family expansions, TF families make up a larger portion of the proteome. One example are vertebrates in which the bHLH and bZIP families make up a larger portion of the proteome than in non-vertebrate species. The C2H2 ZF family forms a different pattern characterized by lineage-specific expansions. Consequently, the C2H2 TF family makes up a noticeably larger portion of some species’ proteome compared to closely related species. C2H2 ZFs are noticeably expanded in the proteome of D. rerio, Branchiostoma floridaeus and A. carolinensis for example. The C2H2 family is exceptional in showing such taxonomically restricted bursts, resulting in a larger fraction of the species’ proteome being made up of the C2H2 family. The p53 family is expanded in the elephant (Loxodonta africana) without an expansion of the elephant proteome. This finding confirms previous ones about a p53 family expansion in elephants (72). However, in general, lineage-specific TF expansions should be interpreted cautiously as they can be an artifact of incorrect genome annotations. In general, TF family expansions often lead to a higher proportion of TFs in the proteome. These expansions can be stable in clades, like for the bHLH and bZIP families in vertebrates.

Given the high variability in TF family sizes it can be concluded that TF family expansion/reduction has occurred along many branches of the metazoan tree. However, findings of burst-like TF family expansions the evolution of Metazoa have only been reported for the proto-metazoan stem (2). In cases where a large clade has significantly larger TF families for all TF families (Vertebrata, ray-finned fishes), a clear connection between WGD events on the branches leading to these clades and the TF family expansions can be made. Additionally, the WGD event on the branch leading to Xenopus laevis seems to have doubled the size of most TF families except for the C2H2 ZFs. However, in other cases larger TF families can not be linked to WGD events. The lancet B. floridana, for example, has a high number of genes for all TF families, but no WGD event has been proposed to have occurred in that lineage. Also, the many cases of significantly larger C2H2 families do not seem to be connected to WGD events, just as the large NR TF family in nematodes. The hypothesis that C2H2 family expansion is more often connected to SGD than to WGD is further supported by smaller median pairwise gene distances in human (Supplementary Figure S4) and the small amount of C2H2 expansion after the X. laevis WGD (see Figure 1). To clarify the relationship between TF family expansions and WGD events, we analyzed ancestral TF family sizes in a next step.

Reconstructed ancestral TF family sizes reveal branches with accelerated gene gain

To locate points in the evolution of Metazoa with accelerated TF family expansion, we reconstructed the TF family sizes of the ancestral nodes of our phylogenetic tree. Using the ancestral TF family sizes we compared the gain/loss rates of genes as well as DACs (genes sharing a domain arrangement) along the branches of the phylogenetic tree. The gain or loss of a DAC describes the gain of at least one gene with a certain domain arrangement or respectively the loss of all genes with a certain domain arrangement in a tree node compared to the parental node. Box plots of gain and loss rates for the six TF families (Supplementary Figure S1) show that the analyzed TF families mainly evolve via gene gain. For all families the gene gain rate distribution has a higher median than the other event types (Wilcoxon signed rank test; P < 0.01 for all families). The DAC gain rates are also relatively high compared to the loss rates, which complies with DAC gain being linked to gene gain. The loss rates, for DACs as well as genes, are lower than either of the gain rates, showing that gain of genes seems to be the more important process in TF family evolution. This finding indicates a largely constant growth of the TF families. The magnitude of gene gain rates differs between the six TF families. In p53, for example, the maximum observed gene gain rate is below 0.2 genes per million years, while for C2H2 ZF more than 25 gene gains per million years can be observed on the branch leading to Mus musculus since the split from the Rattus norvegicus branch.

The gene gain rate distributions (Supplementary Figure S1) feature a number of prominent outliers. These outliers indicate branches with strongly accelerated TF family evolution, indicative of events that we call ‘bursts’. For outlier branches with such bursts see Table 1 and Figure 1. Many branches show up for more than one TF family burst, for example the branch leading to X. laevis or the Gnathostomata branch. In some cases the bursts in gene gain rate can be linked to WGD events. For the branches leading to X. laevis and Percomorphia (ray-finned fishes), WGD events have been proposed (73,74). These two branches show accelerated gene gain rates for four and two TF families, respectively. For the Gnathostomata branch no WGD has been proposed directly, but for its parent branch, the branch leading to Vertebrata, the 2R WGD events have been proposed (75,76). The only non-gnathostome vertebrate in our species set is the lamprey. The Petromyzon marinus genome likely caused an artifact in the ancestral reconstruction of TF family sizes because of its vertebrate-atypical small proteome size, 30% smaller than the next smallest analyzed vertebrate (P. marinus: 10 415 proteins, Gallus gallus: 15 508 proteins, no splice variants counted, from ensembl annotation). Consequently the accelerated gene gain rate on the Gnathostomata branch is likely connected to the 2R WGD events.

However, in other cases accelerated gene gain rates can not be linked to WGD events. The branches leading to R. norvegicus and Deuterostomia, for example, show accelerated gene gain rates for four TF families while no WGD has occurred on these branches. Other branches without WGD event show accelerated gene gain rates only for one
or two TF families. *A priori*, WGDs would be expected to be linked to an accelerated gene gain rate in most TF families since all genes get duplicated and only families where many genes are lost afterward would show no acceleration in gene gain rates. It has previously been suggested that TF families show high retention rates after WGD events (31,77,78). Family expansion largely caused by SGD events, however, could be a sign of evolutionary pressure for innovation on the affected TF family. In such a case, not all TF families would be expected to be under this evolutionary pressure. Consequently, only few TF families would be expected to show accelerated gene gain rates on branches without WGD event. Many, but not all, branches seem to follow these patterns in our case. A low retention rate of some TF families after a WGD event can be explained by less evolutionary pressure for innovation on this TF family. For example, gene losses in some parts of the teleost fish lineage could explain the small number of TF families with accelerated gene gain rate on the Percomorphia branch in our reconstruction. On the other hand, evolutionary pressure for regulatory innovation could explain the accumulation of TF families with accelerated gene gain rate in the branches leading to, e.g. Deuterostomia, where no WGD event occurred. Nevertheless, we find that WGD events lead to accelerated TF family expansion rates for all analyzed branches with WGD in Metazoa, at least in some TF families. Additionally, we find a number of branches with increased TF family expansion rates caused by SGD. These findings show that WGD as well as SGD both contribute to TF family expansions. To further understand the mechanism of TF family expansion, we analyzed the domain arrangements found in the TF families.

**TF family size is correlated with number of DACs and unique domains**

We analyzed the relationship between DRs and TF family expansion to elucidate the role of DRs for the expansion of TF families. All TF families show a positive correlation between TF family size and the number of DACs (Figure 2A). However, the strength of the correlation varies between the TF families (Table 2). The strongest correlation (0.93) can be found for the Homeobox and C2H2 ZF TF families, which are also the two largest TF families in most of the analyzed species. The increase in the number of DACs per TF family with TF family expansion could either be a by-product of the TF family evolution or a required step during TF family expansion. Given that protein domains are seen as the functional subunits of proteins, it seems logical that DRs strongly influence TF function in various ways. Additional domains can also restrict the dimerization partners of dimerizing proteins and thereby modify the TF family’s dimerization network (35). Creating dimerization sub-networks could facilitate functional diversification of TFs by minimizing cross-talk between different functions. An additional domain could also facilitate interaction with other molecules in the cell, i.e. signaling. The PAS domain is an example for a protein domain that can facilitate signaling in a protein (57) and can be found in the bHLH TF family (35).

Apart from additional domains, rearrangement of existing domains can also influence TF function (79). Such changes have been reported for many families, e.g. a number of plant gene families (80), many genes involved in signaling transduction (81) and globins (82). In the C2H2 ZF TF family the C2H2 domain can be repeated as often as 30 times. The repetition of the DBD could in this case augment the number of possible target sequences in the DNA and thereby facilitate functional diversification. Additionally, this higher number of target sequences could allow family expansion, since previously the number of target sequences was suggested to be limiting to family size (33).

There is also a correlation between the number of unique domains and the number of genes per TF family (Figure 2 and Table 2). The implications of this correlation are quite similar to the implications of the correlation between number of DACs and number of genes. The main difference between the two analyses is that, when counting DACs, all possible arrangements of domains, i.e. repititions or changed order, are counted separately. When counting unique domains, each domain is only counted once, regardless of the number of separate arrangements it occurs in. Counting all DRs has the advantage of also considering events such as domain duplications that are common, especially in C2H2 ZFs (83,84). In practice, both measures...
Figure 2. Relationship between domains and number of genes per TF family for all analyzed species. Linear regression lines are shown for each TF family. (A) Number of DACs (different domain arrangements) per TF family plotted against number of genes in the respective TF family. Full scale graph shows a log–log plot, inset shows linear axis. Each of the points represents one species. (B) Number of unique domains per TF family plotted against number of genes in the respective TF family. Each point represents one species.

Table 2. Correlation between TF family gene number and number of DACs in the respective TF family

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TF family</th>
<th>Correlation to DAC number</th>
<th>Correlation to number of unique domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bHLH</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bZIP</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2H2 zinc finger</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeobox</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Receptor</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p53</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation of gene number and number of unique domains per TF family is also shown. The values given are product-moment correlation coefficients.

are meaningful, as the number of unique domains can show gain of novel functions and the number of domain arrangements can show events of major restructuring of TF proteins.

DACs are functional subunits of TF families

To determine the influence of DRs on TF function we tested the DACs of each TF family for GO term enrichment. In human, most DACs showed significant enrichment for certain GO terms, except in the C2H2 ZF family where only less than half of the DACs showed functional enrichment (Supplementary Table S1). For other species fewer DACs showed enrichment of GO terms. This result is likely caused by an incomplete annotation of TFs in species other than human. The enrichment of GO terms in the DACs shows that functions differ between the DACs of a TF family and at least some genes in each DAC share a function. The enriched GO terms of a DAC can cover a range of completely different functions (Figure 3). For example, DACs can show enrichment for GO terms as different as muscle cell differentiation and nephron tubule development. The enrichment for different GO terms shows that the genes belonging to each DAC can facilitate a wide range of functions.

The enrichment of certain GO terms in the DACs’ genes could be caused by an influence of the domain arrangement on the function of proteins. An influence of domain arrangement on function would explain differences in function between the DACs. As mentioned previously, there are various ways in which changes in domain arrangements can influence TF function, e.g. by adding signaling or dimeriza-
tion functionality to certain genes through the gain of certain domains.

Expression patterns differ between DACs

Since genes with similar expression patterns are expected to have similar functions (85–87), we analyzed the expression patterns of the TF family members. We determined if DAC members share the same expression pattern as an alternative explanation for the enrichment of GO terms in DACs found in the previous section. However, we find that TFs of a DAC rarely share the same expression pattern, i.e. many genes that have the same domain arrangement do not share the same expression pattern (see Supplementary Figure S3). Expression clusters consist of genes that all show high expression in some tissues, but low expression in the rest of the tissues. The domain arrangements of the genes found in the expression clusters differ, with several different arrangements present among them. Also, TFs with the same domain arrangement can be found in various clusters of TFs with similar expression patterns. Still, enrichment of GO terms could be found in clusters of TFs with similar expression patterns. But the GO terms enriched in clusters of TFs with similar expression patterns are different from the terms found enriched in DACs (compare Supplementary Table 4 and Figure S3). This finding suggests that DACs and expression clusters both represent functional subunits of TF families. However, these subunits are not congruent, meaning that genes with the same domain arrangement show different expression patterns that are necessary to carry out the specific regulation in multiple tissues. Additionally, members of different DACs are present in the same expression cluster. Joint expression could lead to interference between TF family members. Likely, DRs represent a mechanism via which interference can be inhibited due to changed dimerization preferences. In this way, DRs could also facilitate TF family growth.

In an additional step, we analyzed the breadth of TF expression, i.e. the number of organs a TF was found to be expressed in human (FPKM >= 1; Supplementary Figure S5). Across all TFs, most TFs were found to be expressed either in most organs or few/none of the analyzed organs. Only few of the TFs being expressed in an intermediate number of organs. Globally, this pattern has already been found in previous studies which did not differentiate TF families and DACs (26,88). However, when analyzing expression breadth of the TF families separately, our results reveal a different pattern. For the Homeobox family, for example, most genes are expressed in few tissues and only few are expressed in more than four organs. For the bZIP family, on the other hand, most genes are expressed in more than four organs. These differences in expression breadth most likely stand in relation to the TF function. Homeobox genes are often associated with developmental functions and would as such not be expected to be expressed in many adult organs. When analyzing the expression breadth of the genes in the various DACs according to the DAC’s evolutionary age, the pattern visible for the whole TF family is also represented in most of the DACs (Supplementary Figure S6). There does not seem to be a relationship between DAC age and expression breadth, all patterns of expression breadth appear in all age groups. In this, our results are somewhat in contrast to previous results that proposed a more specialized expression of recently duplicated genes (89). According to our results, the C2H2 family with many recent duplications is broadly expressed. However, this might also be related to specific functions of the C2H2 family in silencing mobile elements in the genome (90,91).

CONCLUSIONS

Our results show that the expansion of TF families is often accompanied by a functional diversification that follows modular DRs. According to our findings, gene duplications offer the potential for sequence changes in one of the copies, in agreement with the established theories about gene duplications (75,92). Among the possible mutations, DRs offer the largest shift in function. By gaining a dimerization and sensing domain such as the PAS domain in bHLH, a gene copy can establish new functions such as binding signaling molecules in the cell and also act independently from the rest of the family through a new dimerization specificity. Through further gene duplications (especially WGD events), a new sub-family can be established. According to our model, WGD events per se do not add much complexity; however, functional diversification of expanded gene families after a certain time can do so.

Our study offers a solution to the riddle of how WGDs and seemingly gradual molecular changes can both help increase the complexity although WGDs alone seem to have little effect (see above). True innovation in function often requires a predating molecular change as trigger. Such a trigger can be a rearrangement of domains or the exaptation of a duplicate for a new function and both may lead to a radical shift in function. DRs and emergence as a trigger for functional shifts across a wide range of regulatory proteins have also been reported in recent studies concentrating on genomic comparisons of closely related insect species (81,93). An additional mechanism of functional diversification found in this study is change of expression patterns. These two mechanisms can help explaining the expansion of TF families by laying out how novel functions can be obtained.

Once established, such true novelities are receptive to further expansions and fine tuning which may allow for a rapid expansion of TF families and diversification of functions of family members. A possible WGD leads to a large amount of raw material which is, according to our data, in many cases rapidly utilized. However, these subsequent changes in TF protein sequence are mostly subtle, at least initially, leaving the overall architecture of regulation in order. This relationship is obvious, for example in the maintenance of interaction patterns in bZIP proteins (see above and (34)) and helps to explain why WGDs can not easily be linked to sudden organismic innovations (21,32,94). WGDs may of course still be instrumental, for example for adaptation under rapidly changing environmental conditions (29,74,95), but their adaptive value is likely not primarily related to the innovative potential of novel TFs but rather to the changes in gene expression brought by the WGDs (95). SGDs, on the other hand, can also contribute to network growth, since their duplicates also inherit their interaction preferences.
A remarkable case in point is the MADS TF family which has only five copies in human (26) and no known major expansions in any metazoan lineage, but up to a hundred copies in plants (27). The MADS TF family has probably evolved by exaptation from a DNA topoisomerase (38). In plants, an array of several domains, which are mostly involved in the dimerization (or multimerization) of MADS proteins, has been acquired in a group of paralogs which became known as MIKC-type MADS proteins. These, but not any of the MIKC-free MADS proteins, then duplicated to form a dense interaction network (39). This interaction network mainly evolved from a starting point of nine to eleven interacting MIKC proteins via WGDs that left the core-interaction patterns intact (78). MIKC-type MADS proteins are key determinants of plant flower development (ABC model) and are thus instrumental for the intricacies of petal development (96). Therefore, in striking resemblance to the recruitment of domains by metazoan bHLH proteins (28), the acquisition of the IKC domains in the MADS TF family seems to have triggered a functional shift which allowed for subsequent expansion via WGDs, as was also the case in metazoan bZIP proteins (34).

In all scenarios, continuous changes in function, such as gradual shifts of sub-optimal functions as they can be observed in some enzymes (97) have not been reported for TF evolution. A possible reason may be that TF functions are more specific such that minor changes may render them non-functional and prone to rapid loss as has been hypothesized from mutational experiments on bHLH proteins (40). Modular rearrangements of domains offer a solution to this problem because readily approved subunits are recombined.

By delineating the relationships between TF family expansions, TF expression patterns and domain arrangements we make another step toward understanding the evolutionary history of Metazoan. We help explain how the TF families could expand during the evolution of Metazoa, an event that likely facilitated the evolution of more biological complexity (1–7). Our findings further our understanding of how the functional diversification of expanding TF families works in detail, namely by DRs and changes in expression pattern. This functional diversification seems necessary for family growth as it would help explain why only some genes are retained after duplication events. In detail, we find DRs and changes in expression to both contribute to functional diversification independently which we demonstrated by showing distinct GO enrichment in DACs and expression clusters. Overall, these findings shed a new light on how the evolution of more complex organisms with differing body plans and rising numbers of cell types occurred in a number of metazoan lineages.
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